
   
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

HFR Networks Announces flexiHaul xWave 400G Solution for 5G Transport 
Optimize Fiber Assets with Unrivaled Operational Flexibility and “Pay-as-You-Grow” Economics 

 
RICHARDSON, Texas - (PRNewswire) – April 14, 2021 - HFR Networks, leading the industry with intelligent 
xHaul RAN Transport and Edge Access solutions, today announced its flexiHaul xWave 400G solution for 5G 
wireless transport. xWave delivers performance advantages and cost control flexibility for capacity 
deployments and upgrades scaled over time. This is an enhancement to our industry leading Time Sensitive 
Networking (TSN) solutions optimized for xHaul applications. 
 
In today’s competitive market, it is critical for operators to move quickly while lowering the cost of deploying 
sites and transport across new and existing sites. Operators must make the most economical and efficient use 
of current fiber infrastructure since deploying new fiber is expensive and time consuming.  By enabling 
operators to deploy multichannel WDM capabilities over existing optical fibers, HFR Networks’ xWave 
solution delivers an alternative to deploying additional fiber infrastructure or when compared to costly 400G 
coherent solutions. Enabling operators to scale capacity in increments of 100G only as needed, xWave offers 
“pay-as-you-grow” economics. 
 
Taking advantage of the proven performance and economic benefits that O-Band optics provided within data 
center environments, HFR Networks engineered the xWave solution specifically for converged RAN transport 
applications. In addition, xWave substantially reduces failure points since each wavelength terminates only at 
its designated site while all other wavelengths pass through via optical filters. 
 
“HFR Networks’ flexiHaul xWave solution was designed to address the capacity and transport challenges that 
operators face in today’s competitive 5G marketplace,” stated Paul Crann, CEO, HFR Networks. “By enabling 
operators to scale capacity only as it is needed and over existing fiber, this solution lowers costs while 
increasing operational flexibility to help drive a faster time to market with superior economics.”  
 
About HFR Networks: 
HFR Networks, Inc. is leading the industry with our flexiHaul portfolio of intelligent xHaul RAN Transport and 
Edge Access solutions. We solve today’s most critical RAN transport demands, especially when fiber is 
constrained for fronthaul or backhaul applications. Our solutions have optimized economics for this segment 
of the network, while also delivering high performance, simplified operations, interoperability across wireless 
technologies, and a diverse ecosystem of 3rd party RAN suppliers. HFR Networks' technological leadership 
helps customers to lower costs for 3G/4G operations, while also accelerating new 5G and Ethernet services. 
We enable advanced mobile networks by utilizing nanosecond timing to connect radios using CPRI and eCPRI, 
within both traditional and cloud-based mobile architectures. For more information, visit 
www.hfrnetworks.com.   
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